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Emacs configuration wizard - overview

Starts Emacs

Adds a configuration mark 
not to open the Wizard again

Adds a  configuration mark 
to start from where it was last time

Starts the configuration Wizard

Checks rules

Distribution A, B, N or your custom 
step by step configuration?

Distribution here means 
Doom, Spacemacs, etc.

Install selected distribution

Rules are only in case it 
eventually comes with Emacs.

chooses a distribution

Big "modules"

chooses step by step

Completion-frameworks (Ivy or Helm),
Magit, Proyectile, etc.

General editor 
preferences 

- General language in UI (and days/months), date format, 
- show menu, show toolbar, desktop mode save, scrollbars, dividers, 
CUA or Emacs keybindings, VIM emulation, line numbering, 
- themes, default font, etc.
- Export default settings (latex default class, offering some solid ones to start)

Org-mode preferences

Show leading stars, 
status keywords, etc.

Want to install other
 -non editing- big module?

Email (Gnus, mu4e, notmuch, etc.), org-roam, 
microblogging (mastodon, twittering-mode, or others), 
reddit, process control, kubernetes, etc.

Write config and link 
it from the init.

This is a proposal of general steps that we must define 
before working on the details. If the framework is ok, 
we can add detail and/or modify parts without serious 
impact on the whole. 

Shouldn't we invert these 2, and do 
general editor preferences before big
modules?

A sample step
This sample step shows the main pattern 
with the basic interaction components.
The texts are only indicative of the 
general proposed style, 
they don't have any definitive status.

What tppe of configuration do you prefer? 

Emacs is a tool that can be infinitely configured to fit perfectly  
to your needs and style. However, so many options can be daunting 
at first, so some people made emacs ready "distributions".
This distributions come with a bundle of features and configurations 
already done. 
While you can always change those defaults, these distributions 
may be a bit complex to edit step by step. On the other hand, 
you can select you own preferences step by step (this wizard will 
help you with that) and add only what you need right now and edit 
your config later (even running again this wizard) as your needs 
and preferences change. 
Please select your option:

(1) I prefer to do my config step by step.

(2) Doom Emacs; a distribution focused on speed, minimalistic looks, 
    and lorem ipsum dolor sic arnet. 
(3) Spacemacs; a distribution focused to provide a VIM editing (modal)
    experience, mnemonic and discoverable shortcuts, and consistency.
(4) Prelude; a distribution that aims to enhance the default Emacs 
    with different defaults, aiming to a easier to use experience.

(9) I'd like to leave this step for now (you can always make it later).

(0) I want to stop this wizard now.

This 2 options 
are always last 
with the same 
numbers.

Brief step
title

General prompt 
and required 
basic concepts 
so the User 
can make an
informed choice.

Options,
identified 
and selectabe 
with a number.
The default can 
be first.

example step



Thanks and reminder

Reminder: if you ever want to 
run wthis Wizard / Helper / configurator 
again, just do [instructions].

Of course, this is 
not the end forever, 
it can be run again 
anytime, or be checked 
upon Emacs boot...


